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The Archives is a  1960’s 6-storey industrial warehouse  converted 
into a new creative and social hub in South Tottenham.

Operated by Purpose Group since December 2019, The Archives is a 
meanwhile space located in the Crossrail 2 Safeguarding Zone. Given 
the site’s situation, Purpose Group aimed to maximise the potential 
of the project to support and create a diverse mix of uses. The over 
100,000 square feet building comprises of a café, climbing centre 
and workspaces of a variety of sizes. It also holds a performance/
exhibition space which is often used by known brands to create their 
marketing content.

The changing landscape of South Tottenham with its rich creative 
community seemed to be a perfect site for a new creative hub. The 
Archives set within High Cross Centre, itself part of The Mayor’s 
designated Creative Enterprise Zone, are just ten minutes’ walk 
from the Tottenham Hale Station. The project itself represents the 
underway regeneration of the area, sensitively and resourcefully 
repurposing a disused industrial building.

The Archives



Purpose Group delivers affordable, flexible and productive 
workspace in buildings that would otherwise remain vacant, 
unused and unloved.

Purpose Group was established in 2017 by its founder Dan 
Cohen, starting with a 30,000 sq. ft office building in London 
Bridge that was earmarked for redevelopment.
 
We take on the refurbishment and management of 
buildings of any size and condition to repurpose them into 
customisable workspaces housing communities of SMEs, 
makers, creatives and artists. 

Purpose Group has now transformed more than 500,000 
sq. ft of commercial space across London, including 
buildings in London Bridge, Clerkenwell, Borough, Bethnal 
Green, Kings Cross, Hackney Wick and Tottenham. To 
enhance their tenant offering, London North Studios was 
launched in June 2021 as well as a managed office brand, 
MILO, and a food, beverage  and events business, Full 
Steam. 

Purpose Group
STRIVING TO CREATE 

SPACES THAT TRANSFORM 
TENANTS BUSINESSES, 
LIVES & SURROUNDING 

COMMUNITIES
Case studies

Borough

Key facts

Property / project type Vacant office

Location Borough, SE1

Size 7,000 sq ft

Tenure / Term 12-36 months

Use / Tenant Type Desk based

We house desk-based tech businesses at 
215 Borough High Street, a government 
owned building. 

The site had sat vacant for five years. 
We were able to fill the site before we opened 
and fully refurbished the building, including 
tenant customisations in just 8 weeks. 

1.

2.

1. Breakout Space

2. Exterior
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King’s Cross
Tileyard Quarter is home to a driverless car company, 
a food delivery service and a digital marketing agency. 
The site was empty for 4 years prior to our occupation 
and is now a thriving workspace spread across two large 
converted industrial buildings, the site offers bright, 
open plan offices with industrial character.

Spread across two large converted industrial buildings, the site 
offers bright, open plan offices with industrial character.

1. 2.

Key facts

Property / project type Pre-development

Location King’s Cross, N7

Size 19,000 sq ft

Tenure / Term 30-60 months

Use / Tenant Type Desk based

1. Exterior

2. Unit 1.B  
Conference Room
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TOTTENHAM

The 
Community 
& Regeneration

Tottenham’s community shows immense creativity and diversity. 
with reports stating parts of the area as the most ethnically-
diverse in Europe, with over 300 languages spoken.

Tottenham confronts notable challenges, including communities 
which face significant deprivation and inequalities, highly polarised 
employment rates and a low level of qualifications.

Truly harnessing the potential of our creative sector would make 
Tottenham a more prosperous and resilient place by contributing 
to local identity, providing higher wages, inward investment, and a 
range of employment and upskilling opportunities.

London Borough of  Haringey are committed to growing, 
celebrating and strengthening Tottenham’s creative businesses 
in tandem with providing tangible opportunities for local people to 
access and benefit from the creative sector.

Having been designated a Creative Enterprise Zone (CEZ) in 
2018 by the Mayor of London, and with the regeneration projects 
currently underway, there is a buzz of excitement in the area 
around what the future holds.

49% AGED 18-44
12% HIGHER THAN NATIONAL AVERAGE

10,000 NEW HOMES
5,000 NEW JOBS
750M INVESTMENT

BY 2025...

“TOTTENHAM IS ONE 
OF LONDON’S MOST 
CREATIVE AREAS, WITH 
ALMOST 1 IN 5 RESIDENTS 
WORKING IN THE CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES, LONDON’S 
FASTEST GROWING SECTOR 

660 BUSINESSES
127% GROWTH IN 5 YEARS



Phase 1 development

Phase 1 of the project was completed in  the midst 
of the pandemic in June 2020. This phase saw the 
development of floors 1-4, and the creation of the 
reception area, 3,500 sq ft Full Steam cafe, a full 
replacement of services and the addition of an all 
floors passenger lift. Each floor comes equipped with 
communal services including WCs, showers, kitchens 
and meeting rooms.

With the climbing centre occupying the first floor, 
the second floor was designated as an open-plan 
maker’s space with separate studios. The third 
and fourth floors were divided into thirty-six studio 
spaces of a variety of sizes. The well serviced, blank 
canvas studios helped to ensure a diverse portfolio 
for Purpose Group but also guaranteed that the 
spaces will be fully adaptable to the potential tenants’ 
needs. The ground floor provides a public entrance 
and café.



Phase 1 development
The Archives is accessible 24 hours a day, 7 days a week through secure access fobs, with building manager coverage throughout the 
day and an onsite security guard from 5pm - 1am. 

The building is now at full occupancy and home to a diverse creative community including artists, designers, photographers, 
radio stations, chefs and even a florist. In some studios dividing walls have been demolished to combine spaces and mezzanines 
constructed to increase square footage without increasing rent, highlighting the designs flexibility. The individual studios are flooded 
with light and wrapped in acoustic insulation to ensure comfort.

Operating the 1st floor climbing centre is Stronghold who have been part of the Tottenham community since 2017. Open 7-days a 
week, the climbing centre works directly with local schools providing access for 300 children a week to promote health and wellbeing. 
On the 2nd floor maker-space is MAES London, a luxury womenswear manufacturer created with the intention of reconnecting 
designers with local manufacturing.

In October 2021, at The Haringey Design Awards, The Archives 
took home the award for “Best New Inclusive Design”, with the 
category looking for good examples of buildings achieving physical 
accessibility, social accessibility and community accessibility, which 
saw us pitted against such well know developments as Tottenham 
Hotspur Stadium.

More recently, the phase 1 development has been shortlisted in 
the work place category at the Retrofit awards.

Recognition



Phase 2

Phase 2 of the project is about to commence, pending the 
planning and licensing approval, and sees the development 
of the ground foor and external car park to a larger cafe / bar 
area with wider food offering, multi purpose event space and 
external seating area, the fifth floor developed into further 
studio space including music studios, and the addition of a 
rooftop terrace.

The existing building cores are to be extended, providing 
access to the new opened roof terrace. The vertical 
extrusions are to be clad in polycarbonate panels and function 
as lanterns being a part of wider wayfinding strategy. Mural 
artwork, by local community engagement artist studio, Hanna 
Benihoud Studio, is also proposed on the lower sections of 
the cores.



Ground floor

Development on the ground floor will see ca 15,000 sq ft internal space and 5,000 sq ft external space transformed. Careful 
consideration has been taken, to ensure private tenanted spaces are secure from public areas (ground floor and roof) of the building, 
accessed through separate entrances.

Frankton Group, are contracted as our security partner for the site, to manage event and building security. A crowd management plan 
is under development, however each event will be risk assessed by our own Venue Management Team, which includes security, safety 
team members.

For noise management plan and mitigation measures, Sound Services https://www.sound-services.co.uk/ to work as a hire partner 
for any sound equipment on the ground floor who have also offered sound testing services, having worked with large venues across 
London such as Print Works, Night Tales and E1. Once we’ve completed the main construction on the ground floor, we’re looking to 
schedule x2 sound tests with Sound Services and our accoustic consultant, firstly to identify any leakage points, then secondly, after 
proofing measures have been taken, to confirm the success of the works, at which point we can complete the full noise management 
plan and dispersal policy and allocate continuous monitoring points. We’ve assigned budget and contingency to complete these works 
depending on the results of the sound tests.



Ground floor bar & events

The current Full Steam cafe (central section) will be extended 
to include a galley kitchen, cellar, extra seating and a large toilet 
block, seperated from the event space by a removeable partion 
wall. The new cafe bar will operate 7 days per week until 11pm 
on an evening, serving beverages and food throughout, and 
employ 6-10 full time employees at london living wage.

The event space (which can be hired as a stand alone unit 
or combined with the cafe bar space to host larger capacity 
events) will house a private events bar, performance and 
backstage area, with acoustic and sound treatment works to be 
completed to ensure symbiosis with both internal tenants and 
external neighbours, with the potential to employ a further 10 
FTE at london living wage.

Our event spaces create a destination that from day to night 
can accommodate and adapt to a range of activities and 
events. We will create and deliver a packed seasonal calendar, 
curated in conjunction with our own short term hire team, 
which celebrates and invites the best of London’s creativity and 
diversity.

From art exhibitions, exercise classes and fashion events by 
day to theatrical performances and a live music venue into 
the night, with foundations rooted in supporting the local 
community through employment and opportunity.



Event Space (continued)

The Archives Ground Floor has already attracted keen interest 
from a number of local and national organisations. Including 
festivals celebrating a diverse range of ethnicities, cultures and 
the LGBTQI+ community. 

The Archives is set to be a hive of activity and a space for 
artists’ creative vision to be fulfilled. We take a proactive stance 
on reinvigorating the area of Tottenham and collaborating 
with the Arts Community to ensure the space is inclusive and 
affordable. 

The ambitions of The Archives Ground Floor are to bring 
employment, work opportunities and training to the local 
community, to focus on sustainability and the environment and 
support offer a safe space with diversity at its heart. 

We’ve already worked with many local musicians including 
Dun D and Jvck James but also been approached by larger 
event companies including CWT Meetings & Events and AEG 
Worldwide.

100,000
NUMBER OF POTENTIAL ANNUAL VISITORS TO THE SITE FROM ENQUIRIES FOR 2021



Outdoor area

The external area of the building will be redeveloped into 
a communal space to serve both the tenants and visitors 
to the building.

Sustainable transport is to be encouraged to the site, 
with sheds to house up to 100 bicycles, and x2 electric 
car charging ports, to be installed.

We aim to keep the space as flexible as possible, offering 
shaded seating and open spaces in which to host events 
and markets.



Outdoor area - Mural



Outdoor area - Mural

‘When We Grow Up’ is a large-scale mural project. It is an 
ongoing collaborative project with Gladesmore Secondary 
school reframing the conversation of the future of 
Tottenham, not around infrastructure or buildings but 
around the next generation. This mural will contribute 
towards the transformation of a new local cultural hub 
through Purpose Group at The Archives building.

The phase 1 engagement process happened in the spring 
of 2020 during full lockdown. Without the ability to run 
the engagement in real life Hanna lead the workshops 
via YouTube. The work created by the young people was 
absolutely incredible. The students were asked to dream big 
and think about what they wanted to be when they grow up. 
The dreams fell into 5 categories; Carers, Sports, Women in 
Business, Arts and Science and Educators and Advocators.

The images illustrate the mural artwork and polycarbonate 
extended cores. The community led artwork brings the 
former industrial building to life, whilst retaining a vital link 
with the local community. The glowing extended cores 
with The Archives branding announces and identifies the 
building as a new destination.

We’re now exploring diggerent elements of funding to 
support the final delivery of this project.



Roof Garden 
& Food Market 
Our all weather roof garden and food market, with seating up 
to 400 people, will provide uninterrupted views across the the 
Wetlands, Alexandra Palace, stretching to central London, for 
both visitors and tenants to enjoy. Our food market will provide 
both an iconic location, and an affordable, flexible start up space 
for local food businesses, giving them the opportunity to grow 
and develop, and will look to employ a further 10 FTE at london 
living wage.

Licensed until 11pm, 7 days per week, sound testing and 
mitigation measures are to be taken to ensure compliance with 
our own noise management strategy.



Roof Garden 
& Food Market 

The views from the opened roof terrace will outstretch across London from Alexander Palace, through Canary Wharf, to 
Walthamstow reservoirs. The proposed opened roof terrace will be able to facilitate events as well as pop up restaurants 
and bars, providing a new destination for visitors. It will be populated with abundance of planting to help reduce the urban 
heat effect of the site and free-standing furniture to ensure maximum flexibility for the space.

Newly proposed rainwater harvesting system will be used for plants irrigation and toilets flushing. While the views of the 
Walthamstow Wetlands combined with signage boards are to educate users about the reservoir site which is the main 
source of water supply for 3.5 million people.



I’m really excited about the potential new Phase 2 
developments at The Archives. With such a rich and varied 
number of businesses and creatives within the building 
this would be a great opportunity for tenants to network 
and collaborate with each other as well as with the wider 
community. Having an event space of this nature on the 
doorstep of my business would enable me to offer my 
clients a fully-rounded service with a hire-space perfect for 
PR launches, fashion shows, private events and exhibitions. 
Tottenham has always been a hub of creativity and diversity 
and I feel the area and it’s residents would truly benefit from 
having a space like this available to them for makers markets, 
workshops and talks.

JESS RUNCIMAN, FOUNDER - FLUORESSE

Messages from our tenants...
‘The Archives has become a great base for Bud Studio. 
Their discounted rent has enabled us to offer some of the 
cheapest studio spaces in Haringey, helping us continue our 
support for creatives in the borough.

We think opening up the space for events would only further 
The Archives offer to Tottenham residents and beyond. 
Through the redevelopment of Ashley Road Tottenham Hale 
is in desperate need for a new cultural hub and The Archives 
could help fill the void!’

ALBERT CLEGG, FOUNDER - BUD STUDIO

The archive building is a great hub of Tottenham based 
businesses providing spaces which offer cross pollination and 
creative thinking. 

Being based in Tottenham for our 10 years and since moving 
in early this year the studio the space has allowed us to grow 
our team, increase our capacity for our E-Shop inventory and 
connected us with other businesses/services which can aid 
out businesses in the local area. 

During a time of difficult for all business The Archive has been 
a positive move for my business and increasing economic 
growth in Tottenham. 

NICHOLAS DALEY, FOUNDER - NICHOLAS DALEY

‘As a year-long tenant of The Archives and eight-year-long 
resident of the area (Lawrence Road N15) I’d like to add my 
enthusiasm for the next phase of The Archives development.

Spaces in The Archives, along with the dozens of other 
studios in the area (High Cross, Markfield Road, Millmead) 
means that Tottenham Hale (and Tottenham/Haringey in 
general) has become the centre of London’s photography 
scene.  

To me it seems vital to build on that with success with spaces 
where professionals can socialise as well as work.  I would 
argue that Tottenham Hale isn’t currently overburdened with 
these facilities.

The management at The Archives have always been excellent 
and dealt with any issues quickly and efficiently.  I would every 
confidence that any extension of services would be well run 
and take in consideration the needs and concerns of tenants 
and the local area.’

PHIL SHARP, FOUNDER - PHIL SHARP PHOTOGRAPHY



The Archives is best described as buzzing with lots to do, quirky, 
characteristic and is welcoming to people from all walks of life – following 
its league from being as trendy as Hackney to as jam packed as the 
Southbank! 

With office spaces, to wall climbing, fashion shoots there’s never a dull 
moment in the building itself. With friendly staff always on site, with the 
Health & Safety of the building always a top priority I would absolutely 
have to rate The Archives as the place to be…The Full Steam Café has 
got to be my face serving the best hot milk lattes, beans from only the 
best – Terrone, you have stolen my heart. Thank you to all the staff & 
management for making this a very comfortable place not just to work 
but also have some fun. Looking forward to seeing much much more 
happening around here.

JUBEDA HAKIM, SERVICE MANAGER - 
CENTRAL ENGAGE HARINGEY

Messages from our tenants...

As a tenant of The Archives , I believe Purpose Group has been spot 
on in developing work spaces that benefit each business in the building 
and also brought the right amount of opportunity and interest in the 
High Cross Centre and Tottenham Hale area. Specifically in the High 
Cross Centre vicinity, I think The Archives provides a great hub of 
community and creativity amongst businesses and individuals while 
also maintaining a strong standard of cleanliness and security. As a 
freelance photographer, many of my clients visiting the building has been 
pleasantly surprised by the way the building has been designed and the 
spaces and scenic views it provides. I believe by developing more food, 
beverage and entertainment facilities within the building this will further 
enhance the benefits in the area and attract more visitors locally and 
around London. 

DAVID REISS, FOUNDER - DAVID REISS PHOTOGRAPHY

We moved our luxury garment manufacturing company from Bethnal Green to The Archives, Tottenham at the start of 2021 and it has definitely proved 
to be the right decision. The studio itself provides the wow factor that we were looking for, but what really cemented it was the wider vision of The 
Archives and the regeneration of Tottenham. 
 
We were attracted by the prospect of building a community of creative businesses in the area and that’s what The Archives is looking to achieve. 
Despite the continued challenges of the pandemic, a community is forming. We’ve already put a few clients of ours in touch with our neighbours who 
specialise in fashion photography. And one of our prospective clients had recently moved into a studio a couple of floors above.
 
Having Tottenham Hale Retail Park nearby is handy and great for our staff, but what will attract new people and businesses to the area is The Archives. 
This building has the potential to offer the area something truly unique. I imagine people coming here to attend an art exhibition, a fashion show or 
browse some market stalls. We are keen to get involved as well and are looking to host a few events and open our business to the public on select days 
next year for a studio tour, offering people insight into the garment manufacturing process.
 
We are proud to be in Tottenham and we support the development of The Archives. 

DIANA KAKKAR, FOUNDER - MAES LONDON


